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Summary. Balance is an essential feature of humanoids but, despite a strong understanding
of its laws and dynamics, it remains an open problem for control applications. Optimization-
based control approaches explicitly include balance dynamics and constraints in the control
problem in order to capture at best the behavior of the system and fully exploit it to reach
complex control objectives. Although theoretically appealing, these approaches intrinsically
induce a significant computational burden. In practice, this implies to resort to simplifica-
tions on the model and problem complexities, which limits the capacity to actually generate
complex behaviors. In this chapter, an overview of the balance problem is first proposed.
A general, abstract formulation of the balance control problem as an optimal control one is
then derived. Three major approaches can be found in the literature, coping with the com-
putational complexity of the general balance optimization problem. They range from offline
motion planning to reactive whole-body control, and are presented in the remainder of the
chapter.

Key words: humanoid balancing, motion planning, model predictive control, whole-body
control

1.1 Introduction

Balance is a necessary condition in all use cases of humanoid robots as illustrated in fig-
ure 1.1. “Ensuring balance” is consequently a core feature of humanoid controllers and most
of them rely on an explicit model of balance or on balance criteria extracted from these mod-
els.

However, balance is a complex notion and accounting for it in a general and efficient way
at the control level is complex. Part of this complexity lies in the high dimensionality, non-
linearity, underactuation and hybrid nature of humanoid systems. These characteristics make
it difficult to define computationally-friendly models of balance. This is all the more true
that the impact of some given control action on balance cannot necessarily be anticipated for
in a reactive way. Indeed, consequences of control actions have to be previewed over a time
horizon to conclude on their compatibility with the general balance objective. As an example,
unilateral contacts between the feet and ground provide the ability to modify the contacts
configuration and generate feet motions with respect to the world, in other words locomotion.
In these situations, breaking or making contact is a discrete action which consequences are
a function of the next actions of the corresponding foot: if the center of mass of the overall
system is launched forward but the flying foot never goes back to the ground the robot will
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Fig. 1.1. Current state of the art of balancing humanoids. From left to right: Asimo, HRP-2
and Atlas robots. Courtesy of Honda Robotics, CNRS-AIST JRL, and Boston Dynamics.

inevitably fall whereas a proper next step may lead to dynamic equilibrium and balanced
locomotion.

In scenarios where locomotion or corrective steps can be safely excluded, balance can be
accounted for at the whole-body reactive control level (see figure 1.2), i.e. without the need
for preview. In all other cases, predictions are required and, in the humanoid control literature,
balance is most of the time first accounted for at higher abstraction and control levels (see fig-
ure 1.2). At the planning level, balance-compliant reference trajectories are computed in an
optimal fashion over the complete time horizon. This is of course computationally costly and
cannot be performed in real time, in closed-loop. At the task regulation level, the computa-
tional burden is solved by only considering some reduced part of the system’s dynamics. This
allows to refine the reference trajectories in a quasi real time way, accounting for the current
state of the robot.

Balance models induce strong non-linearities such as the ones due to contact conditions.
Moreover, unilateral contacts can be broken and discrete events (contact making/breaking)
have to be accounted for at the control level. As a consequence, the control problems to be
solved do not necessarily possess closed-form solutions and their solution space may not be
convex and fully connected. These features advocate for a formulation of the control problems
as constrained optimization ones. While at the planning and task regulation levels, the prob-
lems are often naturally posed as optimization ones, there has also been a shift toward opti-
mization based methods at the whole-body reactive control level: historical contributions [28]
and their successors [53, 9] in this domain did not account for inequality constraints in an op-
timal way and the last decade has seen a important growth of alternative, optimization-based,
formulation of the control problem.

While several review works provide a very complete, locomotion-centered, view of the
balance problem [23, 59], this chapter looks at the balance problem through the prism of
optimization. It is organized as follows: First, the dynamics of free-floating systems are in-
troduced and the non-linearities raised by contact mechanics are highlighted. Second, a gen-
eral formulation of optimization-based approaches to the balance control problem is pro-
posed to expose the computational challenges it induces. Levers classically employed to
tackle these challenges are then identified. The prevalent balance indicators and metrics,
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needed to describe control objectives and constraints, are therefore presented. An overview of
optimization-based control approaches is finally proposed. These approaches are organized
with respect to the level of abstraction at which they are employed to solve the balance control
problem.

1.2 Dynamics equations

Efficient balance control requires the exploitation of the whole-body dynamics of the sys-
tem. Within this perspective complexity rapidly arises from the high-dimensionality and non-
linearity of these dynamics. Indeed, motions of legged robots are fundamentally supported
by the contact wrenches from their environment, wrenches generally being subject to the
complex mechanical laws of unilateral contacts.

1.2.1 Lagrangian equations of motion

Legged robots are generally modeled from the control point of view as systems composed of
rigid bodies, arranged in a tree structure with a base body as their root, called floating-base.
The displacement of the robot in space is captured with respect to the position and orienta-
tion of a reference frame Rb attached to this body, with respect to a given reference inertial
frame R0, called world frame. Being free-floating systems, the base is henceforth treated as
linked with a 6-DoF virtual unactuated joint to the world, defining the pose qb ∈ SE(3) of Rb
with respect to R0, with SE(3) the special Euclidean group, as illustrated in figure 1.3. The
associated twist νb is in R6.

The equations of motion for such systems can be derived [47] from the Lagrange formal-
ism and take the form
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Fig. 1.3. Kinematic representation of floating-base systems. The root body of the tree struc-
ture of the mechanism is free-floating in a reference inertial frame R0.
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Sτ

]
+ γc, (1.1)

where q, called generalized coordinates, parameterizes the configuration of the free-floating
system. For the sake of simplicity, joints of the tree structure are assumed1 to evolve in linear
configuration spaces in this chapter: that is, q j ∈Rn parameterizes the joint configurations in
the joint space Rn, with n the degree of freedom of the tree structure, and q∈ SE(3)×Rn. The
system velocity is subsequently represented with ν ∈ Rn+6, concatenating the floating-base
twist νb and the generalized joint velocities q̇ j ∈Rn. M is the kinetic energy – or mass – ma-
trix of the system and n and g are respectively the vectors of non-linear effects (Coriolis and
centrifugal) and of gravity, in the generalized coordinates space. Indices •b, • j and •b j denote
definitions with respect to the base, the joints and both, respectively. S ∈ Rn×na is a matrix
representing the actuation characteristics, with na ≤ n the number of actuated degrees of free-
dom, and τ ∈ Rna is the actuation vector in the generalized coordinates relative to the joints.
Vector γc captures wrenches applied to the system from the environment in the generalized
coordinates space.

Equations (1.1) clearly exhibits that, the floating-base being unactuated i.e. dim(ν̇) >
dim(τ), legged robots are underactuated. It therefore appears that external wrenches γc play
a prevalent role in the dynamics of the floating-base, that is the 6 first lines of equation (1.1).

1.2.2 Newton-Euler equations of motion

The 6 first lines of equation (1.1) are differential equations related to the floating-base de-
scribing the dynamics of the system as a whole. Written at the center of mass of the system,
they yield the Newton-Euler equations of motion[

L̇x
Mẍ

]
= wc

x +wg
x , (1.2)

1Legged robots being generally articulated around revolute joints, this assumption holds.
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where wc and wg are respectively the net wrenches2 issued from contact and gravity effects,
M is the total mass of the system, and Lx is the angular momentum of the system at its center
of mass x. The Newton equation is the one related to linear momentum whereas the Euler one
is related to angular momentum. These two equations plainly display the relation between
contact wrenches and the dynamics of the center of mass, as from the structure of (1.1)
actuation has no influence at this level. In the Newton equation, motion of the center of mass
directly relates to the amplitude of external wrenches while the Euler equation captures their
distribution.

It can be noted that differential equations (1.1) and (1.2) are generally constrained. In-
deed, inputs τ , joint configurations q j and their temporal derivatives are generally bounded
by technological limits. Laws of contact mechanics might additionally impose constraints
on the contact wrenches γc and, subsequently, on the system configuration and velocity and
acceleration (q,ν , ν̇).

1.2.3 Contact mechanics

External wrenches γc in equation (1.1) are in the general case the result of contact forces
between the system and its environment. A classical contact description is to consider non-
adhesive contacts solely : contact forces are unilateral, i.e. they solely oppose penetration
between the bodies in contact. With n the normal to the contact surface and fc a contact force
on a body, the unilaterality condition writes

f n
c ≥ 0, with f n

c , fc ·n. (1.3)

This characteristic (1.3) is not the only source of complexity : standard contact models indeed
define contact laws as conditional equations, describing distinct possible contact cases. These
contact cases involve both normal and tangential components of contact forces. In rigid body
mechanics, which is the most widespread framework for multibody legged robots, normal
contact mechanics are described as follows3{

f n
c ≥ 0 if contact,

f n
c = 0 otherwise.

(1.4)

Tangential contact mechanics are more directly related to contact dynamics. Indeed, friction
plays a role when a relative motion of the bodies in contact is involved. A standard friction
model is the Coulomb dry friction model which states, with ẋ the relative velocity of the
bodies  f t

c = µc f n
c

ẋt

‖ẋt‖ ⇐ ‖ẋt‖ > 0

‖ f t
c‖ ≤ µc f n

c ⇒ ‖ẋt‖ = 0
with

{
f t
c , fc− f n

c n,

ẋt , ẋ− (ẋ ·n)n. (1.5)

The dimensionless scalar µc is a parameter of the model, called coefficient of friction. The
Coulomb model describes two regimes as illustrated in figure 1.4: in the kinetic friction,
or sliding, regime the tangential contact force is given ; however, in the static friction, or
sticking, regime this component is set-valued.
Rigid-body models also induce non-smooth dynamics: discontinuities in the relative velocity
of body entering contact, impacts, can indeed occur.

2in 6D vector notation
3 It can be noted that these contact mechanics are fully compatible with the unilateral

contact condition (1.3).
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Fig. 1.4. Non-smooth and nonlinear contact dynamics described by Coulomb’s friction law.

The dynamics of multibody legged robots present several sources of complexity to tackle at
the control level. First, their dynamics state is described by variables of high dimensionality.
Second, despite this high degree of freedom these systems are underactuated, posing inverse
dynamics as an ill-posed problem and involving contact forces as a determining variable.
Last, the dynamics governing these forces are non-smooth and subject to constraints.

1.3 Optimal control approach to balance

1.3.1 Balance?

At the whole-body motion regulation level, a humanoid robot is said to be balancing if, given
its joint space and contact state (joint space and contact points positions and velocities), the
external dynamic wrench induced by gravitational, inertial effects and other applied external
wrenches applied to it can be compensated for by proper contact forces and joint torques.
Achieving balance requires to respect the equation of motion while being able to maintain
the contact state, i.e. not tipping over and not sliding. Given some tasks to perform, the global
balance question boils down to some higher level problem where the evolution of the control
input and of the state itself have to be determined to perform tasks at best while being able
to reach a balanced terminal state. This general definition of balance includes jumping and
running as potential types of balanced motions. However, in practice, ensuring balance at
each time instant provides a better guarantee that a final balanced state can be achieved and
jumping and running are generally not considered as a class of motion that can be achieved
looking solely at the problem through the balance prism.

While this definition of balance can directly be translated into an optimization problem
aiming at finding a solution (either at the global or at the regulation level), it does not say
much about the existence of solutions. Indeed, as mentioned in the section “Stability analysis,
not falling down” in [59], understanding the long term behavior requires to rely on stability
and robustness notions. While many tools exist to define such notions for humanoids, the
concept of viability is central. A viable state can be defined as one from which it can be
guaranteed, over an infinite time horizon, that proper control will avoid the robot to lose
balance. Ensuring the existence of a non empty and connected set of viable states and solving
the control problem to maintain the future states of the system in this set is a very difficult,
potentially intractable, problem. As a matter of fact, the balance literature offer much less
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ambitious visions of balance inducing limited behaviors but which guarantee balance in a
tractable way.

This section describes potential ways of defining the optimization problem related to
balance and recalls some of the balance indicators, criteria defined in the literature and which
can be seen as special cases of a more general one.

1.3.2 General control problem

The control problem can be, in the most general way, expressed as the problem of finding a
series of control inputs which will drive the system from an initial state towards objectives.

Reaching objectives The objective of the activity the system is involved into is de-
noted F d . Stating that the system has reached this objective can be written as

F (S ) = F d , (1.6)

where S denotes the state of the system, and F relates the state of the system to its outputs.
In the general case however, there is no guarantee that this objective F d is feasible nor
that F is invertible. An intuitive and standard way to address this problem is to relax the
constraint (1.6), and reformulate it as the least-squares problem with the introduction of the
slack variable W

min
S ,W
‖W ‖2

s.t. F (S ) = F d +W ,

which can be simplified to

min
S

∥∥∥F (S )−F d
∥∥∥2

, (1.7)

where ‖•‖ is commonly the `2-norm. Such an optimization-based formulation is therefore
mainly driven by the need for finding solutions bringing the system as close as possible to
its objectives, while explicitly taking into account the notion of infeasibility. Infeasibility can
indeed be considered in the optimization problem with the constraints defining the set K S

of admissible states over which the control problem is solved. That is, the objective-reaching
problem is actually

min
S∈K S

∥∥∥F (S )−F d
∥∥∥2

.

This constraint will nevertheless be ignored in the rest of this section for the sake of simplicity.

Problems (1.6) and (1.7) describe the problem of finding a state S of the system which
achieves the desired objective F d . The control problem therefore consists in finding a trajec-
tory of control inputs that will bring the system to this desired state.

Finding a way towards objectives In discrete time, let us describe the system as the
dynamical system defined as {

Sk+1 = Sk+1 (Sk,uk+1)

Fk+1 = F (Sk+1)

In a dynamics framework, the system state at time ti hence depends on an anterior initial
state S0 at time t0 and on a history of control inputs U0,i ,

[
u1, . . . ,ui

]T . This state at ti is
denoted
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Si|0 , Si
(
S0,U0,i

)
.

The control problem is therefore written, with an objective F d to be reached at time t f

min
U0, f

∥∥∥F (
S f |0

)
−F d

∥∥∥2
. (1.9)

However, from the control point of view the dynamics of the environment and the system
might be partially known. A feedback of the current system state Sk at each control time tk
is therefore introduced in order to account for potential resulting disturbances, as illustrated
in figure 1.5. That is, the problem (1.9) is rewritten

∀tk, min
Uk, f

∥∥∥F (
S f |k

)
−F d

∥∥∥2
, (1.10)

to be solved at each control time tk, accounting for the current system state Sk. Note that
problem (1.10) can naturally be written in the optimal control canonical form, in continuous
time.

S

t

u

t
tk

modelcost

S f |k

Sk|k, Sk

Sk+1|k

Uk, f

Fig. 1.5. Model-based optimal control problem over a time horizon with state feedback.

1.3.3 The balance problem

In the case of legged robots, final objectives F d are generally considered as the outputs of
balanced system states. Indeed, from a safety point of view balanced states are preferable
as they are controllable [7], i.e. the system is able to handle disturbances as a path exists
allowing to recover the desired state. With K B

k the set of balanced states at instant tk, the
problem (1.10) writes

∀tk, min
Uk, f

∥∥∥F (
S f |k

)
−F d

∥∥∥2
,

s.t. S f |k ∈K B
f |k .

(1.11)

The final constraint of problem (1.11) is nevertheless challenging as it involves the whole
control history Uk, f . A way to take on this challenge comes from the viability theory [60]:
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the control history Uk, f must induce system states which allow the system to maintain a
balance state. While this problem is still intractable in the general case, a sufficient condition
can yet be infered: if all intermediate states

{
Sk+1|k, . . . ,S f−1|k

}
are balanced, then a final

state S f |k ∈K B
f |k is reachable. Problem (1.11) is therefore rewritten

∀tk, min
Uk, f

∥∥∥F (
S f |k

)
−F d

∥∥∥2
,

s.t. Si|k ∈K B
i|k ∀i ∈ [k+1, f ] .

(1.12)

In the robot control framework, various sources of disturbances are present. For robust-
ness, stability and feasibility considerations, the control problem (1.12) is hence usually re-
formulated in order to keep the system away from stability boundaries. With B a metrics
capturing the distance of the system to the stability boundaries, this yields the new formula-
tion

∀tk,


min
Uk, f

∥∥∥F (
S f |k

)
−F d

∥∥∥2
,

max
Uk,i−1

B
(
Si|k

)
∀i ∈ [k+1, f ] ,

s.t. Si|k ∈K B
i|k ∀i ∈ [k+1, f ] .

(1.13)

1.3.4 Challenges

The control problem (1.13) raises several challenges to take on. First, the dimension of the
control input history Uk, f can rapidly grow for legged robots and long-term objectives. In-
deed legged robots present a high degree of freedom and the actuation vector τ is therefore
of high dimension.
Second, the model presents strong non-linearities predominantly arising from the non-linear
evolution of the dynamics model (1.1) with respect to the state S and from the non-smooth
contact dynamics as discussed in paragraph 1.2.3.
Last, the optimization problem (1.13) is not convex in the general case. Indeed, balance con-
straints do not necessarily describe a convex set and no characteristic of the cost functions
suggests the existence of a single, global optimum.

Additionally, the stabilization of the system dynamics and the regulation of disturbances
require the control problem to be solved at a frequency consistent with the overall dynamics.
In the case of legged robots, this frequency is commonly around 100Hz to 1kHz which leads
to the need for solutions every 1 to 10ms. This computational requirement, with respect to the
current state of computer science and optimization techniques, prompts to consider different
approaches to the control problem (1.13).

1.3.5 Various approaches to the balance control problem

From the preceding remarks, three main levers can be identified to reduce the computational
complexity of the control problem (1.13): solving frequency, time horizon and model com-
plexity.
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Solving frequency The most straightforward approach to this challenge is to directly relax
the computational requirement by considering a lower rate of control.
An extreme case is offline planning, where problem (1.13) is solved once and for all from an
initial state S0 at an initial instant t0; that is

min
U0, f

∥∥∥F (
S f |0

)
−F d

∥∥∥2
,

max
U0,i−1

B
(
Si|0

)
∀i ∈ [1, f ] ,

s.t. Si|0 ∈K B
i|0 ∀i ∈ [1, f ] .

(1.14)

Since this approach implies an offline resolution of the problem, no computation requirements
are to be met ; non-linear and non-convex optimization techniques can therefore be employed
despite their relative computational inefficiency. Stochastic solvers are commonly setup in
order to explore the whole solution space, but other non-linear solvers are also envisioned in
cases where local optima are sufficient.

While this approach allows to find initial solutions to the control problem, the require-
ment for a fast, closed-loop controller is still present to stabilize the dynamics of the system
and handle disturbances of small time scale. This approach is therefore employed at relatively
high levels of control, such as open-loop motion generation or task regulation (c.f . figure 1.2).

Time horizon A practical approach to tract the control problem (1.13) in closed-loop is to
consider a reduced time horizon ; one of the most widespread approaches consisting in the
formulation of the control problem over one single control step. This approach requires the
definition of instantaneous objectives F d

k at each control time tk defined such that F d
f ,F d .

∀tk,

 min
uk

∥∥F (Sk+1)−F d
k+1

∥∥2
,

max
uk

B (Sk+1) ,

s.t. Sk+1 ∈K B
k+1.

(1.15)

The set of instantaneous objectives
{

F d
0 , . . . ,F

d
f

}
is commonly the output of a planning

process (c.f . figure 1.2).
At the instantaneous level, the dimensionality of the original control problem is evidently re-
duced. Furthermore, non-linearities in the dynamics model can be handled through lineariza-
tion of the equation of motion (1.1). Indeed, considering M(q)≈M, n(q,ν)≈ n and g(q)≈ g
is a practical assumption generally accepted for high control rates. Similarly, non-linearities
from the contact dynamics are commonly adressed by considering, at this instantaneous time-
scale, the contact regime as fixed and pre-defined by a higher control level.

This extreme reduction of the time horizon to a single time step is nevertheless not the
only option to approach the control problem. Indeed, reducing the time horizon would require
the definition of local balance constraints which are generally over-conservative with respect
to the original problem (1.11) in order to ensure that the final state is balanced, thus producing
potentially suboptimal solutions. To address this issue, recent approaches can be found in
the literature considering an horizon of several time steps, in the Model Predictive Control
framework commonly. Within this framework, the control problem writes
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∀tk,


min
Uk,k+h

∥∥∥F (
Sk+h|k

)
−F d

k+h

∥∥∥2
,

max
Uk,i−1

B
(
Si|k

)
∀i ∈ [k+1,k+h] ,

s.t. Si|k ∈K B
i|k ∀i ∈ [k+1,k+h] ,

(1.16)

where h is a finite future time horizon.
However, the computational complexity of such approaches is still an open problem in legged
robotics.

Model complexity The central barrier to solving practically the control problem (1.13) ac-
tually comes from the complexity of the model itself. This complexity mainly takes the form
of dimensionality, non-linearities and non-smoothness. To overcome this obstacle, model re-
duction and simplification are commonly employed. At the lowest control level, model re-
ductions or simplifications are usually avoided in order to compute actuation inputs with
the utmost validity. However, higher control levels can largely benefit from a reduction of
the model complexity, the complete dynamics model being enforced at the following con-
trol level (c.f . figure 1.2). A common approach in this perspective is to use this intermediate
problem as an online trajectory generator.
Since the contact dynamics are one of the predominant sources of non-linearity and non-
smoothness, a relaxed, smooth approximation of these dynamics allows fast resolutions of
the control problem [57] over a finite time horizon. Another common approach is to consider
reduced dynamics, not subject to non-linearities or non-smoothness. For example, reducing
the control problem to the center of mass and considering contact regimes as predefined al-
lows to intuitively approximate linear models suitable for computationally-efficient control
formulations [24, 61].

1.3.6 Balance indicators and criteria

Within the control perspective described in the problem (1.13), appropriate definitions of the
set of balanced states K B and of the balance metrics B are required.

One of the most commonly employed definitions relies on the Zero-Moment Point [58]
(ZMP), or Center of Pressure (CoP). This point, defined without ambiguity for coplanar con-
tact surfaces solely, allows to capture the net distribution of contact forces. If the CoP is
strictly within the boundary of the support polygon, the contact surface cannot rotate around
its edges, thus preventing tip-over situations. In other terms, if this condition is respected a
torque can be produced at the contact level in order to produce a balancing motion. This con-
dition is widely used as the definition of the set of balanced states K B in balance controllers.
A definition of a balance metric B is also generally derived from this condition as the dis-
tance between the CoP and the boundaries of the support polygon. However, this condition
is not necessary : it is indeed over-conservative as stable dynamic walking motions can be
produced with the CoP reaching the edges of the support polygon, with point feet for exam-
ple. Nevertheless, its efficiency has been largely proved for flat-foot dynamic balance and
walking.

A related yet more general form of the ZMP is introduced by Goswami in [15] as the Foot
Rotation Indicator (FRI). Defined as the point on the ground where the net ground reaction
force would have to act to keep the foot stationary, it can cross the boundaries of the support
polygon if the foot is experiencing rotational accelerations. Therefore, it provides a metric
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capturing both positive and negative distances to the stability margin.

The ZMP and FRI indicators however lack genericity as being specifically designed for
biped locomotion scenarios. Although generalizations of these indicators can be found in the
literature to extend them to more complex multi-contact situations, reverting to the essential
definition of balance provides practical solutions to the definition problem of balanced states
and metrics.

One the one hand, an instantaneous approach to balance considers the system to be dy-
namically balanced if there exist admissible contact forces that can support its motion, as
illustrated in figure 1.6. Regarding the system as a whole, it essentially states that the Newton-
Euler equations of motion (1.2) and contact mechanics are satisfied. A balance stability mar-
gin can henceforth be defined as the quantification of either the admissible motions around
the current state or the disturbance wrenches that can be supported [2].
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Fig. 1.6. The system is instantaneously balanced if there exist admissible contact forces fci

that can support its motion
(
L̇x,Mẍ

)
.

On the other hand, a long-term approach to balance requires the consideration of viability.
Pratt and Tedrake propose to this aim to approach viability through the notion of capturability
in [52]. A state is said to be capturable if it is controllable to stable fixed-points, i.e. a stable
state with a null kinetic energy can be reached from this state. The definition of the Capture
Point (CP) is derived from this approach as the point that the CoP should reach in order to
bring the system to a capturable state ; the CP must therefore lie withing the support polygon
in order to be reachable by the CoP. The Capture Point is not unique, and describes a capture
region. A stability metric can therefore be derived as the overlap between the capture region
and the support polygon, capturing the ability of the system to reach stabilizing states.

1.4 Optimizing balance at the planning level

Whole-body motion planning consists in generating open-loop joint space trajectories and,
potentially, associated control inputs with the overall goal of reaching prescribed objectives4.

4These objectives can be described in the most general way in terms of operational space
objectives for some body-part of the robot, e.g. its hands.
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This motion generation problem is subject to constraints related to the physics of the system
both in terms of equation of motion and limits on various meaningful variables (joint position,
velocity and torque, distance to obstacles, interaction wrenches, contact points,. . . ). These
constraints encapsulate the notion of balance.

Looking at this problem, it appears to be strongly non-linear and non convex both in terms
of the overall cost function to optimize and the constraints to consider. The computational
cost is thus important and highly sensitive to the degree of accuracy of the retained models.
One way to address these types of optimization problem is to resort to stochastic approaches
aiming at finding feasible and potentially locally optimal solutions through smart or random
sampling. Another approach consists in applying non-linear optimization techniques leading
to locally optimal solution as well but which are generally often influenced by an initial guess.
As a matter of fact, the literature in this domain can clearly be divided into what can be called
stochastic and non-stochastic whole-body motion planning even if many contributions mix
both approaches. Some essential contributions in both domains are presented hereafter with
a focus on the way the computational cost problem is addressed. Indeed, being able to plan
fast is a desirable property.

1.4.1 Stochastic whole-body motion planning

Stochastic planning methods generally rely on sampling-based approaches used to explore the
configuration space in order to find a feasible (constraint compliant) path from a starting con-
figuration to a final one [33]. When dynamic constraints such as the ones imposed by balance
come into play, a first possible approach can be to apply similar exploration techniques in the
state space. However, doing so severely increases the dimensionality of the search problem
which is already large with humanoids. Alternatively, a decoupled approach can be adopted
where the problem is first solved at the kinematic level. The obtained path is then transformed
in order to account for dynamic constraints. This is the approach retained in the pioneering
work in [31] where a collision free path is first computed using a standard randomized planner
and then optimized under constraints in order to enforce constraints upon the center of gravity
projection and zero moment point trajectory in order to maintain balance. In this work, only
feet contacts are considered and the contact state (stance) remains constant. The problem of
finding a sequence of feasible supportive contacts and associated joint space configurations
and contact forces is thus not tackled. To tackle this more complex problem, the methodology
proposed in [16] also rely on a two-stage approach but the problem separation is of a different
nature. Indeed, the first level of search is done at the stance level, trying to find a sequence
of kinematically and statically feasible stances (with no restriction on the coplanarity of the
feet contacts). This search is biased by a pre-computed motion primitives library aiming at
improving the quality of the produced motions. These primitives are also used at the second
level where a feasible path is found in configuration space between two consecutive stance
transitions. The work in [5] builds on this approach to tackle multi-contact (> 2) problems. At
first, similarly to [31], a collision free guide path is built using standard configuration space
path planning techniques. While this path is collision free, it tries to minimize the distance to
obstacles that could serve as potential supportive contacts. Then, a sequence of kinematically
and statically feasible stances is searched for using an iterative, best-first algorithm. This al-
gorithm favours stances inducing configurations close to the guide path. Kinematic and static
feasibility is checked for using a non-linear constrained optimization solver outputting an op-
timal joint space configuration and optimal contact forces under static balance and collision
avoidance constraints. The found solution aims at minimizing the distance to the pre-planned
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guide path, the required torque and contact forces as well as some cost favouring transition
to the next stance, and involves large computation times (10−20min, Intel R© Pentium R© IV
@3GHz). At run time, an optimization based multi-objective whole body controller is used
to ensure a dynamic execution of the overall motion while stance switching are monitored
using a finite-state machine. The work in [7] follows a similar two-stage logic and proves
that any statically balanced, collision-free path for a legged robot sliding on the ground can
be approximated by a dynamically balanced, collision-free walk trajectory. Even though it
induces a limitation on the type of considered ground (planar), this property is exploited to
simplify the search for a dynamically feasible trajectory and allows for significantly reduced
computation times ( 2min, Intel R© Core2Duo R© @2GHz).

1.4.2 Non-stochastic whole-body motion planning

Similarly to previous stochastic approaches, non-stochastic approaches do not directly tackle
the whole-body planning problem without prior simplifications. In the seminal work pre-
sented in [45], periodic and symmetric running motions are studied on an 11 degrees of
freedom planar humanoid model which however a full description of the hybrid dynamics
problem related to contact switching. Contrarily to the general definition of balance used
throughout this chapter, balance appears in this work as an objective, together with energy
consumption and a cost on the terminal state of the system. This balance objective aims at
reaching a stable limit cycle by minimizing the spectral radius of the Jacobian of the Poincaré
map. The optimization variable is composed of the evolution of the state, control input and
stance switching instants. Robot morphology parameters are also optimized, this work being
developed with robot design concern in mind. The problem is solved using what can be seen
as a tailored Sequential Quadratic Program (SQP) based on MUSCOD, a multiple shooting
algorithm for direct solution of optimal control problem [3]. In [11] and [36] similar opti-
mization problems are solved but an initial guess is provided as a collision free path obtained
using randomized planning techniques and a sequence of feasible contact stances obtained
using the work in [5] respectively. These initial guesses remove the need for considering a
full description of the hybrid dynamics and more complex humanoids can be considered,
especially as much less dynamic motions are considered, while still involving significant
computation times (from several minutes, Intel R© Core2Duo R© @1.6GHz, to several hours,
Intel R© Xeon R© @2.5GHz, respectively). More recently, a similar non-linear optimization ap-
proach is retained in [32] where the simplification at the planning level lie in the use of a full
model description for kinematics constraints whereas only the free-floating dynamics is con-
sidered for the equation of motion. While the evolution of the state, contact locations, contact
forces, stances transitions and center of mass dynamics can be computed, joint level torque
inputs cannot be generated using such a technique. However the robot is assumed to have
large actuation capabilities and the actual computation of the control inputs is performed at
the reactive level using an optimization based multi-objective whole body controller.

1.5 Optimal regulation of balance tasks

Translating specified objectives into balance-consistent references is a first step towards the
conservation of balance during the execution of activities. Nevertheless, unexpected distur-
bances from modeling errors or external perturbations must be considered in order to maintain
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balance. State feedback approaches are consequently employed to compute the actuation in-
put tracking these references, while ensuring balance with a view to the current state of the
system. The complexity of legged robots dynamics (1.1) however tends to lead to computa-
tionally inefficient formulations of the balance problem. A common approach is therefore to
introduce an intermediate level refining open-loop references into closed-loop objectives.

To this aim, task regulators are introduced accounting for state feedback, while using re-
duced models to reduce the computational cost. In the case of balance, the most widespread
reduced model capturing the dynamics of the system as a whole is described by the Newton-
Euler equations of motion (1.2). Optimization-based approaches are commonly employed at
this level of abstraction to additionally enforce balance constraints in a closed-loop formula-
tion. Key formulations are presented in this section in order to apprehend common techniques
to approach the balance problem at this level.

1.5.1 Model Predictive Control

A common optimal approach to balance regulation is Model Predictive Control. MPC em-
ploys a model of the system dynamics to preview its behavior over time and compute an
optimal horizon of control inputs maintaining the system into the valid state space.
When writing the balance control problem over a future horizon as described in prob-
lem (1.13), several obstacles are met as it requires a time-integration of the local system model
(e.g. the equations of motion (1.1)). Indeed, the relation between the local model parameters
(e.g. the inertia matrix M) and the local actuation input u is generally nonlinear, leading to
nonlinear and non-convex optimization problems. Integrating the local model furthermore
implies the resolution of the contact forces which brings additional nonlinearities and the
dimension of the actuation input further increases the computational cost of the problem. A
straightforward approach to bypass these obstacles is to consider a reduced local model of
the system in order to decrease its complexity and dimensionality. Additionally, considering
the contact regimes as predefined over the problem horizon allows to discard the complexity
raised by contact dynamics.

Employing a reduced model, such approaches therefore output optimal control inputs
defined at a level of abstraction higher than the actual actuation of the system. These control
inputs are thereafter used as refined reference trajectories to be tracked at the whole-body
level.

ZMP-based formulations The interest for MPC techniques in the humanoid robotics
literature was mainly initiated by Kajita et al. in the form of Preview Control [24]. In this
work, the control problem is reduced to the center of mass of the system and is written over
a finite time horizon as schematized in equation (1.16). Considering the center of mass jerk
as the control input at this level, a linear model can be induced under some assumptions.
The main hypotheses of this formulation are that the center of mass keeps a constant altitude
over the preview horizon and that the rate of change of angular momentum of the system is
negligible. Balance is approached in this work through the ZMP model and criterion, with its
common assumptions: contacts with the environment are coplanar, without any constraints on
contact forces. The control problem in this formulation is solely written as the maximization
of balance, defined as a tip-over risk with the ZMP criterion, through the computation of an
optimal horizon of center of mass jerks. While this approach proves efficient in stabilizing
the dynamics of the center of mass in walking motions, one of its major flaws is the lack of
balance guarantee.
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Wieber therefore proposed [61] further developments of this formulation to account for
constraints on the ZMP position and subsequently allow the consideration of stability mar-
gins.

The original, unconstrained Preview Control was in parallel subject to extensions to ac-
count for external disturbances from the environment. Kanzaki et al. for example propose
in [26] to directly account for an expected external impacts on the robot in the reduced dy-
namics model. In [20] this approach is further developed to simultaneously optimize balance
and manipulation tasks in order to maximize their respective performance with respect to
known external forces applied to the hand of the robot. Another approach discards the con-
stant CoM altitude assumption which allows to additionally include friction considerations in
the balance problem [21] ; the extra computational cost being reduced with the formulation
of a distributed optimization problem.

These approaches nevertheless require the predefinition of a reference trajectory of the
ZMP, defined through a prior choice of feet positions over the preview horizon ; feet posi-
tions being the outputs of a planning process for example. Also, in such formulations the
optimization problem solely considers a balance objective, and no task objective is specified.
To enhance the flexibility of the balance controller, developments were performed in order
to include feet positions as variables of the optimization problem [10]. These additional de-
grees of freedom in the control problem allow to consider a task objective in the form of the
tracking of a reference center of mass velocity, in addition to the maximization of balance.
Besides, they can be exploited to recover from larger disturbances.

This approach has been subject to multiple developments. Stephens and Atkeson for ex-
ample proposed in [56] to extend this formulation to a force-control framework. Herdt et al.
preceded the control problem with an additional optimization problem aiming at computing
optimal orientations of the feet in order to track an angular velocity with the trunk [18], thus
improving the capacities of the controller to recover from large disturbances. The consider-
ation of pre-defined stepping instants and durations allows to maintain a computationally-
efficient formulation of the problem (QP) and thus involve real-time compatible computation
times (< 1ms for an horizon of 1.6s in 16 segments of 100ms). To further increase the flexi-
bility of the balance controller and reduce the influence of a planning process, developments
were also proposed in the recent literature to additionally consider the duration and instants
of the steps in the optimization problem [22], at the expense of computational efficiency
(< 60ms for an horizon of 1.5s in 8! segments). Nonlinearities in the model are handled with
the use of integer variables to capture the discrete nature of the model.

Other criteria MPC formulations based on the ZMP criterion have also been extended to
other criteria, such as the capture point in [30]. A more generic approach can also be found
in [17] where the balance problem is directly written as the optimization problem of con-
tact forces acting on the system, thus allowing the consideration of multi-contacts scenarios.
However, this genericity is obtained at the cost of computational impracticability. Similarly,
Perrin et al. propose in [49] to consider multi-contacts scenarios.

1.5.2 Instantaneous formulations

Optimization-based approaches are nevertheless not restricted to MPC methods at this level.
Open-loop references can also be refined at the instantaneous level and translated into instan-
taneous acceleration or force objectives. The computational burden being reduced with such
formulations over a single step horizon, complex scenarios can be practically considered.
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With the objective of distributing a reference value of the balancing net contact wrench
over multiple contact points, while respecting friction constraints, Ott et al. propose in [48]
an optimization-based formulation of the balance problem focused on the center of mass dy-
namics. With this model, any contact configuration can be considered. The resulting problem
is written as a QP, aiming predominantly at minimizing the tracking error of the desired net
wrench. This intermediate control problem outputs a set of contact forces, considered as ob-
jectives to be tracked at a lower-level for each contact points. Lee and Goswami similarly
propose to focus on a model of the dynamics of the system reduced to its center of mass
in [35] while considering each individual contact wrenches instead of a net contact wrench.
This approach refines at this level desired rates of change in linear and angular momenta into
admissible ones, with respect to the foot geometry and contact constraints. In order to keep
the computational cost of this problem as low as possible, the authors perform a sequential
distribution of the original optimization problem to obtain two successive QP problems.

1.6 Optimization-based whole-body control

Desired references and objectives, generally expressed at a relatively high level of abstraction,
needs to be translated at the actuation level to compute the corresponding actuation control
inputs.

1.6.1 Local optimality

A widespread optimal approach to balance at the actuation level is to solve the inverse kine-
matics or dynamics problem under balance constraints. At this level, balance constraints are
generally restricted to the consideration of contacts stability and coordinated center of mass
accelerations.

On the one hand, this problem has historically been solved using analytical methods
based on null-space projection techniques and accounting for constraints as avoidance tasks.
Nonetheless, this approach is doomed to fail: these constraints-related tasks aim at getting
away from the constraints (active avoidance). The number of constraints being potentially
higher than the number of DOF, they cannot lead to control solutions that can strictly guar-
antee the respect of all constraints. On the other hand, whole-body controller are written
as a quadratic multi-objective optimization problem under linear constraints where priori-
ties between the objectives can be dealt with through strict of soft hierarchy. The resulting
optimization problem is therefore to compute optimal actuation inputs which maximize the
tracking performance of desired references while respecting balance constraints. The logic
behind this choice is straightforward. First, the equation of motion and joint space to task
spaces mappings can be written as equalities but they are not sufficient to describe the overall
dynamics and physical behavior of a robot. Indeed, other intrinsic physical constraint have to
be accounted for at the joint level as well as in Cartesian space. These constraints do not solely
describe relationships between physical quantities but also limits which cannot (control in-
put saturation) or should never be crossed in order to maintain the robot and its environment
in proper working conditions. Theses limits translate into inequalities. Assuming a convex
solution space, the optimal solution of the control problem lie at the boundary of the fea-
sible (constraint compliant) solution space. Finding the optimal solution thus boils down to
finding the active constraint set, i.e. on which boundary it lies. Optimization problem solvers
are designed to optimally choose this subset of constraints that should be considered when
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computing the optimal solution of the control problem. The strong mathematical background
in convex optimization is such that optimization based methods mostly outperform analytical
methods attempting to heuristically activate constraints.

In the seminal work in [13], an obstacle avoidance technique includes a control law struc-
ture based on a Quadratic Program (QP). Since then, control approaches relying on optimiza-
tion tools such as Linear Quadratic Problem solver have emerged for virtual humans [1, 6].
For real humanoids, to deal with prioritized inequality constraints more easily, hierarchical
quadratic programming (HQP) approaches use numerical QP solvers to solve a Hierarchical
Quadratic Program[25]. The idea of HQP is to first solve a QP to obtain a solution for a
higher priority task objective; and then to solve another QP for a lower priority task, without
increasing the obtained minimum of the previous task objective. This prioritization process
corresponds to solving at best lower-priority tasks in the null-space of higher-priority tasks.
The HQP algorithm is applied for solving prioritized inverse dynamics and whole-body mo-
tion control under unilateral constraints [54]. It requires to solve as many QPs as priority
levels, which can be quite time consuming. The computation cost of hierarchical inverse
kinematics with inequality constraints is improved by an algorithm developed in [12], which
permits real time control of the HRP-4 humanoid robot. Similar work is performed in [19]
where a reduction of the equation of motion allows for real time control of the SARCOS
humanoid robot.

Generally, for an approach based on strict hierarchy, the relative importance of one task
with respect to another one of different priority level is parametrized in a binary way: either
strictly higher or strictly lower (lexicographic order). However, in many contexts, organizing
tasks by assigning them a lexicographic order is not generic, i.e. can have some limitations.
First, a strict priority is just an extreme case of the relations of task importance levels. In
fact, a task may not always have a strict priority over another one and it is usually difficult
to define a strict hierarchy among some of the tasks. Second, strict priorities can sometimes
be too conservative so that they may completely block lower-priority tasks. Third, a change
in the task set, such as a swap of task priorities, may lead to discontinuity. An approach to
smooth priority rearrangement between two tasks is proposed in [27, 50] and approaches for
continuous and simultaneous transitions of multiple tasks are developed in [44, 34]. A specific
inverse operator is proposed in [44] to ensure continuous inverse in the analytical computation
of control laws. The approach presented in [34] is based on intermediate desired values in the
task space. When applied to humanoids, the number of tasks and the state dimension are such
that the computational cost implied by these approaches is too high for practical use.

Smooth task transitions can be easily achieved within a framework using a weighting
strategy [1, 6, 4] by the continuous variation of task weights [55]. These control frameworks
solve all the constraints and task objectives in one QP and provide a trade-off among task ob-
jectives with different importance levels. As the performances of higher priority tasks cannot
be guaranteed by simply adjusting the weights of task objectives, a prioritized control frame-
work is proposed in [39] to ensure the performance of a higher-priority task within a user
defined tolerance margin. However, this approach handles priorities of only two levels. More
recently the work [40, 37] proposes a Generalized Hierarchical Framework which allows to
describe both soft and strict priority problems with smooth priority transitions.

Recently, the work in [41, 42] has questioned the notion of priorities: while some priori-
ties are needed for robustness and safety reasons, trying to achieve incompatible tasks at the
reactive level does not make sense. Thus, on-line task optimization is needed in order to feed
reactive whole-body controllers with references which are compatible one with another and
more importantly with constraints, among which balance is a very important one.
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1.6.2 Whole-body MPC

While the combination of instantaneous whole-body approaches with reduced MPC task con-
trollers provides the control system with the consideration of both a future horizon and the
whole-body dynamics of the system, their sequential layout is necessarily suboptimal. MPC
approaches are therefore gradually extended to whole-body control with the consideration of
models capturing the system state at the joint level. Computational limitations nevertheless
requires the setup of simplifications of the control problem. Indeed, as discussed in Sec. 1.5,
time-integration is one of the major challenges of MPC formulations.

A significant improvement in this direction was performed by Tassa et al. in [57]. The
authors address computational issues in two ways in this work.
First, the resolution of the MPC optimization problem is considered over the whole duration
of the activity. That is, the control problem solely aims at continuously driving the system to-
wards an all-time minimum, rather than finding an optimum at each control step. To this aim
a suboptimal solution solely is demanded at each control step, generally obtained through a
single iteration of the optimization algorithm. It therefore allows the consideration of much
more complex optimization problems : explicit formulations of models are indeed not re-
quired as an update for a given control input is solely needed. In this particular work, an
iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian optimizer, a variant of Differential Dynamic Program-
ming, is setup to work over the joint actuation space. Computational issues nevertheless arise
from the needs to update the model rapidly for an iteration of the optimizer.
To meet this challenge, the second contribution of this work is thus to propose a fast dynam-
ics integrator. Following the remark that frictional contacts are mainly responsible for the
dynamics computational burden, the authors consider continuous contact models ignoring
the discontinuous contact dynamics and propose a cheap smooth model producing realistic
behaviors for the time scales of the MPC problem.

Balance is simply approached in [57] through a static metric on the CoM. Despite the
use of this highly conservative balance criterion, dynamic and complex behaviors involving
the whole-body of the system are discovered to track a target pose of the torso. However
this controller required a time slowdown of ×7 with optimization iterations of 140ms, thus
forbidding a direct real-time implementation. Koenemann et al. nevertheless described in [29]
a real-time implementation of this controller using a double rate control architecture. In this
work, the MPC problem is employed as a trajectory generator running at ×10 the rate of the
lower, tracking control loop.

Mordatch et al. in [46] also consider regularization of contact dynamics as a solution to
the computational issues it raises. This approach is however fundamentally different ; indeed,
in order to avoid the costly computation of contact states from control inputs (performed by
the dynamics simulator in the works of Tassa et al.), they are explicitly considered in the
optimization problem as control variables. More specifically, the activation and deactivation
of contacts is written as thresholds over a continuous variable describing whether a contact
should be activated or not. However, the resulting formulation is not computationally-efficient
enough to allow real-time implementations.

1.7 Open-problems

While whole-body Model Predictive Control stands out as a promising solution to the gen-
eral balance control problem, it also suffers from the need for compromises. Its potential is, in
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the current state of the art, hindered by the difficulty to efficiently integrate the non-linear dy-
namics of humanoid systems. Future developments in this direction will undoubtedly provide
keys to widen the scope of humanoids applications.
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